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1211 A Way to Make Money, Black Magic (1) 
Shi Songtao was in a trance as he watched Zhou Shu discuss the price with 
the Grotto-Heaven Masters seriously. 

Such a Zhou Shu felt familiar to him. 

In fact, Zhou Shu had the same personality back then. But most of the time, 
everyone only saw his talent in forging and his abnormal strength. 

Many times, everyone forgot that in the depths of Zhou Shu’s heart, the 
identity he related with the most was that of a forger! 

In the past, he had liked to sell the weapons he forged to others. Back in 
Great Xia, he had even come up with a way for others to pay him in 
installments to buy ranked weapons. 

But because he went on to participate in the Ten Nations Martial Arts 
Tournament, it didn’t last. 

His Highness seems to be up to his old tricks again… Shi Songtao looked at 
the Grotto-Heaven Masters sympathetically. 

With His Highness targeting these Grotto-Heaven Masters, they will probably 
lose their pockets. 

His Highness will end up with an endless supply of good things. 

As long as you’re tempted, you will definitely have to keep giving… 

Not long after, Guo Hua and the others returned to the Xu Ling Grotto-Heaven 
with satisfied expressions. 

Zhou Shu smiled in satisfaction. “Deputy Pavilion Master Shi, have you 
memorized the prices we just discussed?” 

“Yes,” Shi Songtao said blankly. 

He felt a little numb to these numbers now. These damn Grotto-Heaven 
Masters deserve to meet His Highness! 



How much have these bastards plundered over the years?! 

Previously, they had paid a mountain of forging materials. Now, they were 
giving out so many forging materials without batting an eye. Could it be that 
their treasure vaults were bottomless pits? 

Shi Songtao really wanted to know how rich these Grotto-Heaven Masters 
were. But now, it seemed that he would have to rely on Zhou Shu to find out. 

He would know the answer when Zhou Shu eventually emptied them. 

“Send someone to get the forging materials from them later,” Zhou Shu 
instructed indifferently. “Then send the tokens to them.” 

This Myriad Worlds Communication Ball is really worth it! Zhou Shu was very 
satisfied with the Myriad Worlds Communication Ball he had forged. 

It was equivalent to a server. With it, all martial artists could be connected and 
influenced to a certain extent by Zhou Shu. 

it was much more ingenious than using brute force to subdue those martial 
artists. 

As long as they became used to using the Myriad Worlds Communication 
Ball, they would be affected by Zhou Shu. 

If he wanted, he could even spread his thoughts through the Myriad Worlds 
Communication Ball. 

Shi Songtao looked at Zhou Shu and asked, “Your Highness, when the token 
instilled spiritual qi into my body, I felt that it could allow me to erupt with 
strength that exceeded my cultivation… Was it my imagination?” 

“No,” Zhou Shu said. “Apart from replenishing people’s spiritual essence, the 
Myriad Worlds Knowledge Token can also temporarily increase their strength. 
However, this is a paid function.” 

When Zhou Shu was forging the Myriad Worlds Communication Ball, he had 
an idea and incorporated his divine ability Unparalleled Benevolence into it. 

Through the Myriad Worlds Communication Ball, he could transmit 
Unparalleled Benevolence to a martial artist, and the martial artist would 
temporarily have the strength he shared. 



In addition, the nine-word laws could affect martial artists through the Myriad 
Worlds Communication Ball. 

In other words, if Zhou Shu was willing, he could use the Myriad Worlds 
Communication Ball to suddenly increase the strength of a martial artist far 
away. 

Although this increase in strength was only temporary, it would be extremely 
useful at critical moments. 

Zhou Shu had long cultivated Unparalleled Benevolence to greater mastery. 
Now, he could even use Unparalleled Benevolence on multiple people at 
once. 

“Paid function?” Shi Songtao muttered to himself. As expected, the methods 
His Highness uses to harvest the wealth of the various Grotto-Heaven 
Masters are endless… 

There’s actually such a paid function. This is a temptation that no martial artist 
can refuse. 

With such a function, it’s equivalent to having another life-saving method! 
No matter how much it costs, it’s worth it! 

“Speaking of which, Deputy Pavilion Master Shi, the Huaxia Pavilion still has 
something to do.” 

“What is it?” Shi Songtao asked curiously. 

“In the future, we will definitely let all the human martial artists have a Myriad 
Worlds Knowledge Token. But its activation and payment are both 
troublesome. It’s impossible to get every martial artist to come to our Xu Ling 
Grotto-Heaven. It’s unrealistic. Low-grade martial artists won’t be able to 
come to the Xu Ling Grotto-Heaven either.” 

Zhou Shu pondered. “Therefore, we have to open a Huaxia Pavilion branch in 
various places. 

“These branches will not be for forging weapons. Instead, they will be 
responsible for selling Myriad Worlds Knowledge Token and charging fees.” 



The Myriad Worlds Knowledge Token was not free for martial artists to use. 
The token itself didn’t cost money, but if people wanted to use its function, 
they had to pay monthly fees. 

There might be a free lunch in the sky, but it wasn’t so easy to take advantage 
of Zhou Shu. 

While impressed, Shi Songtao was also excited. 

He only thought for a moment before understanding how many benefits this 
Myriad Worlds Communication Ball contained. 

The various functions of the Myriad Worlds Knowledge Token were things that 
martial artists couldn’t refuse. 

He couldn’t imagine any martial artist refusing to own a Myriad Worlds 
Knowledge Token! 

As long as they wanted the Myriad Worlds Knowledge Token, they would 
have to pay the Huaxia Pavilion and Zhou Shu continuously. 

What did this mean? 

It meant that Zhou Shu didn’t have to do anything in the future. He just had to 
wait and collect money! 

This was faster than forging. 

No, this was also the effect of forging! 

Being a forger indeed had a bright future. 
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Shi Songtao was extremely excited. He was the deputy pavilion master of the 
Huaxia Pavilion, and he was proud of Huaxia Pavilion’s strength! 

Shi Songtao pondered and said, “Your Highness, our Huaxia Pavilion has 
always been short of forgers, so we haven’t thought about setting up branch 
pavilions before. If it’s just to sell the Myriad Worlds Knowledge Token and 
collect money, there’s no need for forgers. 



“We just need to recruit some shopkeepers and workers. But the benefits 
involved here are too great. Even with your reputation, Your Highness, it’s 
hard to guarantee that they will be ethical…” 

The monthly fees of the Myriad Worlds Knowledge Token could be imagined. 
The fees paid by all the martial artists combined would definitely be a massive 
sum of money. 

The people in the branches were in charge of collecting the money. Who 
could guarantee that no one would be dishonest? 

Indeed, Zhou Shu was an existence that could even kill Grotto-Heaven 
Masters. 

But a big shot like him was too far away from low-level shopkeepers. 

It was like a countryside official and an emperor. 

Although the emperor ruled the world and could kill the countryside officials at 
his disposal, there had never been a lack of countryside officials who were 
greedy for money and power. 

To many people, they could only see the immediate benefits… 

“That’s why we have to choose people we can trust,” Shi Songtao continued. 

“I don’t care what you do. Take care of it,” Zhou Shu interrupted. “If you need 
anyone, I’ll get Wuyou and Yang Hong to cooperate with you. If necessary, 
you can go to Great Xia to ask for people.” 

Shi Songtao looked touched. He knew how many benefits were involved in 
this matter. 

Zhou Shu’s words gave him so much authority! 

This meant that in the future, all the benefits involved in the Myriad Worlds 
Knowledge Tokens would pass through Shi Songtao! 

It would be easy for him to do anything! 

Zhou Shu’s trust in him was simply immeasurable. 



Shi Songtao’s eyes were red as he said seriously, “Don’t worry, Your 
Highness. I’ll definitely handle this matter well! If there’s any oversight, you 
can cut off my head!” 

He made a military pledge. 

Zhou Shu smiled and shook his head. “It’s not that exaggerated. It’s just a 
small matter. I believe you can handle it well. 

“I almost forgot. I’ll teach you the forging method of the Myriad Worlds 
Knowledge Token. Then you can teach it to the forgers of the Huaxia Pavilion. 
In the future, the Huaxia Pavilion will forge the ordinary Myriad Worlds 
Knowledge Tokens, and I’ll only personally forge the VIP ones.” 

This was the way to make money. Of course, the most important thing was 
still… 

Shi Songtao was still in a daze when he returned to the Huaxia Pavilion in the 
Xu Ling Grotto-Heaven. 

Only after learning the forging method of the Myriad Worlds Communication 
Tokens from Zhou Shu did he know how cheap it was! 

Not to mention a forger, even a Forging Apprentice could forge it with some 
training. 

No wonder His Highness isn’t charging for the Myriad Worlds Communication 
Token. Its cost price is too low. 

Compared to the service fee required to use it, its forging cost was negligible! 

But then again, a single Myriad Worlds Communication Token was useless. 
Only by connecting with the Myriad Worlds Communication Ball could it have 
various functions. 

In other words, the core technology of the Myriad Worlds Communication 
Token was in the Myriad Worlds Communication Ball. 

Even if someone deciphered the forging method of the Myriad Worlds 
Communication Token, it was useless because it was impossible for them to 
decipher the Myriad Worlds Communication Ball. 



The Myriad Worlds Communication Ball was with Zhou Shu. Who in the world 
could take it away from him? 

Shi Songtao was completely relieved now. He didn’t have to worry about 
others suspecting him of leaking the forging techniques. 

He only needed to consider how to send the service fees for the Myriad 
Worlds Communication Tokens collected by the Huaxia Pavilion’s branches to 
the Xu Ling Grotto-Heaven safely! 

While Shi Songtao was pulling his hair and thinking about this, Zhou Shu had 
already returned to his room. 

It was naturally impossible to describe in detail what happened. 

After the great battle, be it Yin Wuyou, Lu Wenshuang, or Bai Qianqian, they 
all completely became obedient. 

Not only did they stop fighting to be the elder sister, but they even began to 
give in to each other. 

Under the blanket, those small contradictions had disappeared. 

After dealing with the matters in his backyard, Zhou Shu returned to the 
forging room. 

He sat cross-legged in the forging room, and the Myriad Worlds 
Communication Ball appeared in front of him. 

Information flowed through the Myriad Worlds Communication Ball. 

With a thought, Zhou Shu saw the contents of the messages. 

As long as he wanted, he could see all the information that passed through 
the Myriad Worlds Communication Ball. 

There were no data security laws in this world… 
Zhou Shu saw the conversation between Guo Hua, the Ji Xuan Grotto-
Heaven Master, and the other Grotto-Heaven Masters. 

They were the only people using the Myriad Worlds Communication Tokens 
now… 



Speaking of which, they were clearly staying in the Xu Ling Grotto-Heaven. 
Why did they use the Myriad Worlds Communication Token to chat? 

And they were just talking nonsense! 

Were they too rich? 

Or were the usage fees of the Myriad Worlds Communication Token too low? 

But from the looks of it, it was clearly the former! 

These Grotto-Heaven Masters treated the Myriad Worlds Communication 
Tokens as a toy and didn’t care about the cost at all. 

Zhou Shu pondered. From the looks of it, I have to provide more VIP services 
to satisfy the spending desires of these Grotto-Heaven Masters… 

“Your Highness?” 

At this moment, the number one Myriad Worlds Communication Token on 
Zhou Shu’s body suddenly vibrated. 

He casually took it out, and a small figure jumped out from the Myriad Worlds 
Communication Token. 

In this world, only Zhou Shu, who was proficient in the Seven Swords of 
Heaven Interception’s karma sword, could have such a conversation in such a 
manner. 

“Zhang San?” Zhou Shu’s lips curled up slightly. “You’ve already obtained a 
Myriad Worlds Communication Token?” 

After successfully forging the Myriad Worlds Communication Token, Zhou Shu 
immediately asked Shi Songtao to send a bunch to Great Wei. 

King of Men Yang Hong, Heavenly Saber Sun Gongping, Invincible God of 
War Mi Ziwen, War King Xiao Jianghe, Overlord Wang Xin, Archer God Zhang 
San… 

Everyone got one. 

Zhou Shu didn’t expect that the first person to use the Myriad Worlds 
Communication Token to talk to him would be Zhang San. 



“Your Highness, this Myriad Worlds Communication Token can really be used 
to communicate tens of thousands of kilometers apart?” Shock appeared on 
Zhang San’s face, followed by joy. “This is great!” 

Zhang San cupped his hands and said seriously, “Your Highness, I have 
important military information to report!” 

“Tell me,” Zhou Shu said. 

“Your Highness, I’m at the border between Great Liang and Great Chu…” 

“What are you doing there?” Zhou Shu was puzzled. 

He still didn’t know that Great Liang had officially sent troops to Great Chu. 

With a grim expression, Zhang San explained briefly, “A few days ago, I tried 
to sneak into the capital of Great Liang to gather information. But the capital of 
Great Liang is impregnable. I can’t even sneak in. I’m afraid that if I barge in, 
Great Liang will immediately be alerted. 

“Therefore, I took a detour and arrived at the battlefield of Great Liang and 
Great Chu. Your Highness, I realize that Great Liang’s army is a little 
abnormal! 

“For some reason, all of them have become powerful and almost invulnerable. 
The Great Chu army can’t resist them at all!” 

“That’s because Great Liang sent out elites, right?” Zhou Shu frowned. Cao 
Chenyang came from Great Liang. Now that Great Liang suddenly attacked 
Great Chu, could it be related to Cao Chenyang? 

But if it’s really related to Cao Chenyang, shouldn’t he attack Great Wei or 
Great Xia? 

Why did he mobilize troops against Great Chu? 

“That’s not the case.” Zhang San shook his head. “After observing, I saw that 
the Great Liang soldiers would be in a weakened state ranging from two to six 
hours after their strength erupted. They should have used some special 
mystic technique to increase their strength. I’ve never heard of Great Liang 
having such a mystic technique before. Moreover, when they use it, they will 
become abnormally combative and bloodthirsty…” 
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A mystic technique to increase one’s strength? There will be a period of 
weakness after using it? Zhou Shu raised his eyebrows slightly. Why does this 
sound like a neutered version of Total Annihilation? 

“What’s so strange about that? The world is so big, and there are all kinds of 
strange things. Even if the Great Liang army has such a mystic technique, 
there’s nothing strange about it. Without some trump cards, would Great Liang 
dare to attack Great Chu?” 

Zhou Shu asked, “What else did you find out?” 

The moment he heard that Great Liang had mobilized troops against Great 
Chu, he suspected that it was related to Cao Chenyang. 
After all, Cao Chenyang was from Great Liang and also a king of Great Liang. 

There had been no disputes between the Ten Nations for more than a 
hundred years. Now that Great Liang had suddenly attacked Great Chu, 
coupled with Cao Chenyang’s appearance, Zhou Shu didn’t believe that there 
wasn’t a connection between the two. 

But it was hard to say. Cao Chenyang was not the real Cao Chenyang. He 
had been possessed by the soul of the enemy from beyond the heavens. 

No one knew if the imperial family of Great Liang knew about this. 

Moreover, on the surface, Cao Chenyang had already died in battle long ago. 

Even if he suddenly appeared now, the imperial family of Great Liang might 
not believe him. 

Zhou Shu wanted to hear if Zhang San had discovered any valuable clues. 

“It’s indeed possible that Great Liang has such a mystic technique. We just 
didn’t know about it before.” 

Zhang San said solemnly, “I thought so at first. Then I thought of a way to 
capture a Great Liang soldier. I interrogated him and found out that this mystic 
technique was not taught to them by humans but a heavenly gift!” 

“A heavenly gift?” Zhou Shu frowned. 



“That’s right. He said that all the Great Liang soldiers automatically mastered 
this mystic technique after waking up from their sleep.” 

Zhang San’s expression was solemn. “Your Highness, this is very abnormal! I 
suspect that someone is behind this!” 

Zhou Shu nodded. This was obvious. 

Being able to impart the technique in a sleep meant that the person behind it 
was definitely not weak. Even ordinary Grotto-Heaven Masters couldn’t do 
this. 

But it was obvious that Cao Chenyang could do it! 

“It’s Cao Chenyang.” Zhou Shu was now eighty to ninety percent certain. 

Apart from Cao Chenyang, he really couldn’t think of anyone else in the world 
who had the ability and wanted to cause trouble. 

He thought that after the last time, Cao Chenyang would hide and would not 
show up easily. 

He didn’t expect him to occupy Great Liang openly. Not only did he occupy 
Great Liang, but he even mobilized Great Liang to attack Great Chu. 

Is he afraid that I don’t know he’s in Great Liang? Or is he doing this on 
purpose to force me to go to Great Liang? 

To be fair, after Zhou Shu determined that Cao Chenyang had returned to 
Great Liang, his first reaction was to go to Great Liang and destroy him. 

Cao Chenyang must have known that he would think this way. 

In that case, if he still dared to do this, didn’t that mean he had set up a trap 
for him in Great Liang? 

Cao Chenyang had set up a trap in Great Liang and deliberately appeared. 
He was using himself as bait to lure him over. This trap might very well kill 
him. 

Zhou Shu had already deduced this possibility. 



“Cao Chenyang?!” Zhang San’s expression changed slightly. “Your Highness, 
what should we do?” 

“Zhang San, leave Great Liang first. Don’t approach the capital again,” Zhou 
Shu said. 

Cao Chenyang was not an ordinary person. His strength was even above that 
of ordinary Grotto-Heaven Masters. If Zhang San encountered him, he would 
definitely die. 

Even Guo Hua, the Ji Xuan Grotto-Heaven Master, and the others had come 
to the Xu Ling Grotto-Heaven to avoid Cao Chenyang, let alone Zhang San. 

The current Great Liang was a very dangerous place. Even Zhou Shu might 
not be able to leave if he went to Great Liang. 

Under such circumstances, leaving that place quickly was the best choice for 
Zhang San. 

Before Zhou Shu could finish speaking, he suddenly heard Zhang San 
exclaim. Then the figure on the Myriad World Communication Token suddenly 
shattered. 

“Mm?” Zhou Shu’s expression changed. Did Cao Chenyang discover him? 

If you want to dig a hole for me to fall in, it depends on whether you have the 
ability! 

Zhou Shu snorted coldly. A shocking sword beam seemed to appear in his 
eyes. The Myriad World Communication Ball in his hand suddenly shone 
brightly. Threads visible to the naked eye shot out from the Myriad World 
Communication Ball and disappeared into the void, connecting to somewhere. 

Zhou Shu’s gaze suddenly landed on one of the lines. 

The next moment, a dazzling light emitted from his body, and the line shone 
brightly. 

Through the Myriad World Communication Ball, Zhou Shu immediately 
located Zhang San’s location. Then he sent out an incarnation and followed 
the karma line. 



This was also a magical use of the Myriad World Communication Ball. With 
this function, Zhou Shu could teleport to wherever a Myriad World 
Communication Token was. 

Be it providing support to save people or dealing with enemies, this function 
was extremely practical. 

At the border between Great Liang and Great Chu… 

Zhang San looked at the shattered Myriad World Communication Token in his 
hand, his face full of shock and anger. 

He looked at the Great Liang soldier in front of him. He was clearly tied up, but 
his eyes were red, as if he had completely lost his mind. 

It was this soldier who had caught him off guard and pounced in front of him. 
He had bitten the Myriad World Communication Token into pieces, causing 
his mouth to be full of blood. 

The soldier roared like a beast that had lost his mind and struggled to charge 
at Zhang San. 
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Zhang San was extremely vexed. Isn’t this Myriad World Communication 
Token a connate divine weapon? How can it be so fragile? 

This bastard actually bit my Myriad World Communication Token! 

He didn’t expect that this person, whom he had already subdued, would 
suddenly break out of his restraint! 

Bang! 

Zhang San was about to deal with the Great Liang soldier when a figure 
suddenly descended from the sky and stepped on the soldier. 

The soldier grunted, his eyes rolled back, and he fainted. 

Zhou Shu felt the softness under his feet. He lowered his head and realized 
that someone was under his feet. 

Then he saw Zhang San. “Are you okay?” 



Zhou Shu was speechless. 

Of course, he wasn’t hoping that something would happen to Zhang San. But 
descending here through the Myriad World Communication Ball consumed a 
lot of his energy. If not for the urgency of the situation, he wouldn’t have used 
this method. 

In comparison, he wouldn’t need to consume much energy if he flew here. 

“Your Highness?” Zhang San was extremely shocked. From the moment the 
Myriad World Communication Token shattered to the appearance of Zhou 
Shu, less than ten seconds had passed. 

This place was tens of thousands of kilometers away from the Xu Ling Grotto-
Heaven. Even with a Grotto-Heaven Master’s cultivation, it would probably 
take him two to four hours to fly here. 

How strong is His Highness? A thousand kilometers in one second? 

Zhou Shu’s strength had already exceeded Zhang San’s imagination. 

But he quickly realized why Zhou Shu had appeared. He felt touched and 
guilty. Because of my mistake, His Highness had to come over. 

His Highness appeared here so quickly because he was worried that I was in 
danger. He must have used a lot of his energy along the way. 

Zhang San felt a warm feeling in his heart, and he choked. “I’m okay. I’ve 
made you worry, Your Highness. 

“Your Highness, this is the Great Liang soldier I captured.” 

Zhang San pointed at the soldier, who had already passed out under Zhou 
Shu’s feet. 

“The current strength of the Great Liang army is extraordinary. High-ranking 
officers are not easy to capture, and the things this soldier knows are limited. 

Zhang San continued to explain. “He doesn’t know what happened in Great 
Liang’s capital, nor does he know why Great Liang suddenly attacked Great 
Chu. 



“According to him, these soldiers learned the mystic technique after waking up 
from their sleep. This mystic technique allows them to increase their strength 
by more than twice.” 

Zhang San glanced at Zhou Shu. Seeing that Zhou Shu’s expression didn’t 
change at all, he continued, “Then the soldiers received the order to mobilize. 

“Your Highness, is it really Cao Chenyang who gave orders to attack Great 
Chu?” 

Seeing that Zhang San was fine, Zhou Shu was relieved. “Most likely. Apart 
from Cao Chenyang, the emperor of Great Liang might have gone crazy.” 

“Your Highness, Cao Chenyang probably did this to lure you into his trap!” 
Zhang San was quick-witted. He knew Cao Chenyang’s identity and 
immediately thought of the possibility that Zhou Shu had thought of! 

Zhang San said anxiously, “Your Highness, leave this place quickly! I was 
incompetent and implicated you. Cao Chenyang might have set up a trap in 
Great Liang to deal with you. Hurry up and leave this place!” 

“There’s no need to be so nervous. This is Great Chu. Even if Cao Chenyang 
really set up some trap, it won’t be here.” Zhou Shu shook his head. His gaze 
landed on the Great Liang soldier he had knocked out. 

“Your Highness, one can never be too careful,” Zhang San said anxiously. 
“Your Highness, a son of a wealthy family does not sit right under the 
eaves[1]. You’d better leave this place quickly! 

“Leave the matters here to me. Even if I lose my life, I will definitely find out if 
the person in Great Liang’s capital is Cao Chenyang!” 

“Don’t keep talking about dying!” Zhou Shu berated. “Did I spend so much 
effort to save you just to send you to your death? 

“You’re the number one scout in the world. Can’t you think more carefully?” 

Zhang San felt ashamed. He didn’t want to die either. But for Zhou Shu’s 
safety, he would have no regrets even if he died a hundred times! 

Zhou Shu continued, “I don’t need you to find out what happened in Great 
Liang.” 



“Your Highness, no! You can’t go!” Zhang San’s expression changed 
drastically. “I’m a scout. It’s my duty to gather information. Your Highness, 
Cao Chenyang must have set up many traps in Great Liang to lure you over. If 
you go over now, you’ll be walking right into his trap! 

“I know your strength is unfathomable, but there’s really no need for you to 
take that risk. If anyone needs to go, it’s me!” 

Zhang San almost growled. 

He would definitely not let Zhou Shu take the risk. 

“Who told you I was going?” Zhou Shu looked at Zhang San with a strange 
expression. 

“Your Highness, if you’re not going, and I’m not going, then…” Zhang San 
looked puzzled. 

Apart from him, there was only Zhou Shu here! 

Was there a third person here? 

… 

Zhang San’s gaze landed on the Great Liang soldier under Zhou Shu’s feet. 

Yes, there was a third person here, the soldier! 

“Your Highness, you want to instigate him to defect? He’s not strong, and his 
will isn’t firm. It’s not difficult to instigate him to defect. But Your Highness, this 
person’s status is too low. Even if he’s willing to be our scout, I’m afraid he 
won’t be able to obtain much information.” 

“Zhang San, your method of gathering information is already outdated.” Zhou 
Shu smiled. “This is an opportunity. I’ll let you see what a modern intelligence 
war is.” 

Zhou Shu’s words made Zhang San at a loss. Modern? Intelligence war? 

He could vaguely guess the meaning, but he couldn’t figure out the details. 

“Your Highness, what do you plan to do?” Zhang San really couldn’t guess 
what Zhou Shu wanted to do. 



Previously, he had considered instigating this soldier to defect. But later, he 
thought that instigating him to defect wouldn’t be of much use. 

This soldier came into contact with too few secrets and didn’t have much 
value. 

According to Zhang San’s plan, it was the cleanest to kill him without anyone 
knowing after the interrogation. 

Zhou Shu said with a smile, “Wake him up.” 

… 

Zhang San stood behind Zhou Shu. He followed Zhou Shu’s instructions and 
did not make a sound no matter what Zhou Shu did. 

But his heart was already full of question marks. What is His Highness trying 
to do? Is he developing a spy? 

This Great Liang soldier has yet to pass the test. How can His Highness trust 
him so much and give him so many Myriad World Communication Tokens? 

Does His Highness want the soldier to help develop more spies? 

These Myriad World Communication Tokens are extremely beneficial for 
transmitting information. But the question is, will there be any news? This spy 
seems very unreliable! 

Watching the soldier leave with a pile of Myriad World Communication 
Tokens, Zhang San finally couldn’t take it anymore. “Your Highness, what are 
you doing?” 

He was really puzzled! 

“You don’t understand?” Zhou Shu smiled. “That’s right. If you don’t 
understand, this soldier won’t understand either.” 

Zhang San was confused. “If he doesn’t understand, then why…” 

If the spy who’s going to instigate a rebellion doesn’t know anything, how is he 
going to do it? 



His Highness knows everything, but he doesn’t seem to have done the job of 
a scout before. He’s really too amateur in this aspect. 

Letting the Great Liang soldier go back now, what if he alerts Great Liang? 

Zhang San sighed in his heart. He was already considering how to remedy 
this situation for Zhou Shu. 

Zhou Shu smiled. “Zhang San, you don’t have to go personally to gather 
information. The best way is to let the information we want to know come to us 
ourselves. 

“Even the person who sends the news won’t know that his news will reach us. 
Such news is the most reliable and authentic news. 

“Cao Chenyang himself might even become my source of information.” 
[1] Meaning someone of status does not take risks. 
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Although Zhang San was smart, it was very difficult for him to understand 
Zhou Shu. 

After all, it was indeed a little difficult to talk about information warfare with 
someone who had never experienced an era of information explosion. 

No matter what, Zhang San couldn’t understand what Zhou Shu meant. Once 
anyone used his Myriad Worlds Communication Tokens, no one would be 
able to hide anything from him. 

Wasn’t the Myriad Worlds Communication Token just a communication tool? 

Could they just not use it to transmit secrets? 

As a scout, Zhang San knew at least ten ways to send messages secretly. 

For scouts, if it truly involved a very confidential matter, Zhang San would 
choose to speak face to face instead of using this Myriad Worlds 
Communication Token. 

Since he was so careful, would the enemy be an exception? 

Therefore, he didn’t believe that Cao Chenyang would leak any secrets, as 
Zhou Shu had said. 



It didn’t make sense at all. 

Zhou Shu wasn’t angry when he saw Zhang San’s reaction. He smiled calmly. 

Zhang San would definitely not know that his Myriad Worlds Communication 
Token was not just a simple communication tool. It was a smartphone. 

Which of the people in his previous life could leave the smartphone after using 
it? 

Impossible! 

Didn’t he see how engrossed Guo Hua and the other Grotto-Heaven Masters 
were? 

This wasn’t something that could be resisted with strength. 

It would be strange if these ancient people could resist a table full of 
delicacies in front of them! 

Zhou Shu had prepared countless plans for the use of the Myriad Worlds 
Communication Ball. There would definitely be a plan that would attract Cao 
Chenyang’s interest. 

The Myriad Worlds Communication Ball was a cultivation version of the 
Internet in another world! 

The power of the Internet was beyond Zhang San’s imagination. 

“Your Highness, so we will just let the soldier take away dozens of Myriad 
Worlds Communication Tokens and do nothing?” Zhang San asked in 
confusion. 

Zhou Shu shook his head. “Of course not. We still have to do what needs to 
be done. 

“We still don’t know what’s going on in Great Liang. The other nations are 
watching too, so there’s no need for Great Wei to participate. But we can’t 
watch Great Chu be destroyed just like that. 

“How about this? Go tell Yang Hong and the others that our Great Wei won’t 
interfere in the war between Great Liang and Great Chu. But as humans, we 
can provide a batch of weapons to Great Chu as assistance. 



“In addition, we will provide Great Chu with a batch of Myriad Worlds 
Communication Tokens to help them. Out of humanitarianism, the Huaxia 
Pavilion will waive half a year’s usage fee for this batch of Myriad Worlds 
Communication Tokens.” 

Zhou Shu suddenly thought of something. “I almost forgot. There’s no need 
for you to run around. I’ll pull Yang Hong, Sun Gongping, and Shi Songtao 
into the group chat and communicate in the group.” 

Zhou Shu took out his Myriad Worlds Communication Token. 

Then Zhang San saw Zhou Shu pointing at it, and several figures immediately 
appeared on the Myriad Worlds Communication Token. 

These figures formed a circle on the Myriad Worlds Communication Token, as 
if they really gathered for a meeting. 

Zhang San was deep in thought. After he obtained his Myriad Worlds 
Communication Token, he hadn’t figured out its full functions. Or rather, 
before he could figure it out, the Great Liang soldier had bitten it. 

Only now did he realize that this Myriad Worlds Communication Token had 
more functions and was more useful than he had imagined. 

Zhou Shu explained to everyone what he had just instructed Zhang San. 
Everyone nodded in agreement. 

The Xu Ling Grotto-Heaven and Great Wei, which were thousands of 
kilometers away, immediately began to work. 

If they had used the old way of delivering messages, even if Zhang San 
personally went to deliver the news, it would take at least a day before the 
news could be transmitted. 

This was the power of the Myriad Worlds Communication Tokens! 

Zhang San was shocked. He suddenly felt that what Zhou Shu said was not 
impossible. 

Zhou Shu put away his Myriad Worlds Communication Token in satisfaction. 

He hadn’t come for nothing this time. He was very satisfied with his 
arrangements. 



Originally, he was still thinking about how to promote the Myriad Worlds 
Communication Token. Now, he could make use of the war between Great 
Liang and Great Chu to promote it. 

War was the best way to promote it. 

He would give Myriad Worlds Communication Tokens to Great Chu for free. If 
the Myriad Worlds Communication Tokens helped Great Chu win the war, 
everyone in the world would naturally be able to see their benefits. 

At that time, he wouldn’t have to worry about no one using Myriad Worlds 
Communication Tokens. 

If not for this war, it wouldn’t have been so easy to attract the attention of 
everyone in the world. 

Now, regardless of whether Cao Chenyang was behind Great Liang, he had 
done a good deed this time. 

Of course, war was not a good thing. 

Zhou Shu sighed. Since the opportunity came, he couldn’t miss it. 

This war money was right in front of him. He had to make it even if he didn’t 
want to. 

… 

Great Chu’s capital, imperial palace… 

The Chu emperor sat on the dragon throne, and below him were the civil and 
military officials of Great Chu. 

At this moment, the atmosphere in the imperial court was solemn. The civil 
and military officials were even a little noisy. 

Great Chu’s national strength was at the bottom of the Ten Nations. Now that 
Great Liang had suddenly sent troops to attack them, Great Chu had already 
lost several large cities in just a few days. 

If this continued, Great Chu wouldn’t be able to last long before ushering in 
destruction. 



The Chu emperor endured the anger in his heart and said in a deep voice, 
“How did the other nations respond?” 

As soon as the war broke out, he had sent people to seek help from the other 
nations. 

The Ten Nations were united. He had thought that the other nations wouldn’t 
sit back and do nothing. But he didn’t expect that until now, he hadn’t seen 
any reinforcements. 
The Chu emperor was furious. In the past, these countries had all called Great 
Chu their brother. But now that Great Chu was in danger, none of them came 
to their assistance! 

“The situation in Great Liang is unknown. All the nations are a little cautious 
and refuse to send troops to help us directly. Their replies are that they need 
to observe first,” a minister said solemnly. 

“Damn it!” The Chu emperor said angrily. 

“Great Wei sent a batch of weapons, including dozens of connate divine 
weapons,” said a minister dressed as a general. “In addition, they sent over 
two hundred Myriad Worlds Communication Tokens.” 

“Great Wei!” The Ehu emperor was touched. Then he asked in confusion, 
“What are Myriad Worlds Communication Tokens?” 

“Great Wei said that the Myriad Worlds Communication Token is the latest 
divine weapon developed by the Huaxia Pavilion. It can transmit sound from 
tens of thousands of kilometers away, and we can also know the battle 
situation at the border in real time in the capital,” the general said. 

“Moreover, they said that this Myriad Worlds Communication Token can even 
increase the strength of the user. Under normal circumstances, the usage of a 
Myriad Worlds Communication Token requires a fee, but the Huaxia Pavilion 
lets us use them for free for half a year.” 

“Great Wei is full of good people.” Emperor Chu sighed. When all the nations 
were unwilling to help Great Chu, Great Wei and the Huaxia Pavilion 
generously extended their help. 

In the past, he had looked down on Great Wei’s soldiers. Now, he knew that 
they were the most righteous people. 



If Great Chu can survive this calamity, from now on, Great Wei and the 
Huaxia Pavilion will be our strongest allies! 

If he could survive this calamity, Great Chu would definitely repay Great Wei 
and the Huaxia Pavilion! 

A friendship of life and death! 

The Chu emperor stood up and shouted, “Since we have Great Wei’s support, 
let’s fight Great Liang to the death! 

“Give me a Myriad Worlds Communication Token! I want to personally lead 
the army!” 

 

 

 

 


